


Why Buy Books 
in Your Local Bookshop?

1. You love books
2. You may be about to make a purchase 

you’ll value for the rest of your life
3. You’ll be shopping on your local high street

4. You’ll be helping create local jobs
5. You might just find a book 
you never knew existed

6. You’ll find great gifts for friends and family
7. You can talk to real people about 

the books they know and love
8. You’ll be part of your local 
book-loving community
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Welcome to the Christmas
Books Catalogue 2016 –
providing inspiration on gifts
for everyone this Christmas.

Welcome…

CONTENTS“Our wonderful independent
bookshops are so often the 
cultural heartbeat of their local
communities.”

– Carol Ann Duffy
See Carol Ann Duffy’s new books The King of Christmas
and The Map and the Clock on page 11

“Being in a good bookshop is like
being inside someone’s mind,
except that everything there is
real, browsable, more interesting,
somehow.”

– Anne Enright
See Anne Enright’s new book The Green Road on page 39

“I am a big fan of independent
bookshops. I like the way they each
have their own character, with stock
reflecting the tastes and passions
of their owners and customers.”

– Julia Donaldson
See Julia Donaldson’s new books Gruffalo Crumble on
page 34 and A Twist of Tales on page 48

See our competitions on pages 32, 45, 51, 57 and 65
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Biography & Memoir

Kind of Blue
A Political Memoir
Ken Clarke
The biggest political memoir
of the year from one of the
biggest personalities in
British politics.
£25 20 October
9781509837199 HB
Macmillan

We Chose to Speak
of War and Strife
The World of the Foreign
Correspondent
John Simpson
From distinguished foreign
correspondent John
Simpson, a fascinating
story of what it is to risk life
and limb to bring home
news of the troubled world.
£25 6 October
9781408872222 HB
Bloomsbury

Vote in our Books Are My Bag Readers Awards on page 39

The Long and
Winding Road
Alan Johnson
The third instalment of Alan
Johnson’s bestselling and
award-winning memoirs lifts
the lid on the life of a hard-
working constituency MP.
£16.99
9780593076033 HB
Bantam Press

A Life in Questions
Jeremy Paxman
The witty, incisive and frank memoir from the legend of
Newsnight and long-standing quiz master of University
Challenge. Filled with views, opinions and stories from
four decades in front of the camera.
£20 6 October
9780008128302 HB
William Collins

Peaks and Troughs
In at the Deep End, High in
the Hills
Nick Perry
A funny and inspirational tale
of two brothers, who set off to
fulfil their dream of living off
the land in Wales. Armed
with idealism and Farmer’s
Weekly, this is a story of
birth, death, disappointment,
hope and a prize boar with
a sex drive that literally
saves their bacon.
£14.99 20 October
9781846973659 HB
Polygon
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Biography & Memoir

Elizabeth Jane
Howard
A Dangerous Innocence
Artemis Cooper
The authorised biography
of Elizabeth Jane Howard
from the award-winning
author of Patrick Leigh
Fermor: An Adventure.
£25
9781848549272 HB
John Murray

Keeping On 
Keeping On
Alan Bennett
Alan Bennett’s third
collection of prose follows
in the footsteps of the
phenomenally successful
Writing Home and Untold
Stories. The latest collection
features Bennett’s peerless
diaries from 2005 to 2015.
£25 20 October
9781781256497 HB
Profile Books and Faber & Faber

See our competitions on pages 32, 45, 51, 57 and 65

The Invention of
Angela Carter
A Biography
Edmund Gordon
The much-anticipated,
authorised biography of
one of the greatest and
most imaginative writers 
of the 20th century.
£25 13 October
9780701187552 HB
Chatto & Windus

The Pigeon Tunnel
Stories from My Life
John le Carré
The extraordinary memoir
from one of the world’s
greatest living novelists. In
this astonishing work we
see our world, both public
and private, through the
eyes of one of the world’s
greatest writers.
£20
9780241257555 HB
Viking

The Thomas the
Tank Engine Man
The Life of 
Reverend W Awdry
Brian Sibley
The stories of Thomas the
Tank Engine and friends
have delighted generations
of children and adults. But
what do we know of the
Reverend W Awdry who
created the stories to
amuse his own children?
£12.99
9780745970295 PB
Lion Books

When in French
Love in a Second Language
Lauren Collins
When in French looks at
how our mother tongues
shape our lives, from how
we think, to how we fall in
love, and what happens
when two languages, 
and two very different
cultures, collide.
£12.99
9780008100599 HB
4th Estate
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Biography & Memoir

Born to Run
Bruce Springsteen
“Writing about yourself is a funny business… But in a
project like this the writer has made one promise to
show the reader his mind. In these pages I’ve tried to do
this.” – Bruce Springsteen
£20
9781471157790 HB
Simon & Schuster

Peggy & Me
Miranda Hart
From the bestselling author
of Is It Just Me?, Miranda
Hart, comes the hilarious
account of her life with her
close companion Peggy, a
gorgeous white bichon frise.
£20 6 October
9781444769128 HB
Hodder & Stoughton

The Princess Diarist
Carrie Fisher
The extraordinary personal
journal kept by Carrie Fisher
during the filming of the
first Star Wars movie.
Promises to be revelatory.
£16.99 24 November
9780593077566 HB
Bantam Press

Vote in our Books Are My Bag Readers Awards on page 39

Lucian Freud's
Sketchbooks
Martin Gayford
Previously unpublished
drawings from the private
sketchbooks of the 
pre-eminent British 
painter Lucian Freud
(1922–2011), now held in
the archive of the National
Portrait Gallery, London,
provide a new perspective
on the artist’s personality
and artistic genius.
£18.95
9781855147157 HB
National Portrait Gallery

I Me Mine
George Harrison
I Me Mine is the closest we
will ever come to George
Harrison’s autobiography.
This new edition has been
significantly developed
since the 1980 original; now
printed in colour, and with
previously unseen archive
material, the book covers
the full span of George
Harrison’s life and work.
£39.99 18 October
9781905662401 HB
Genesis Publishing



The Colouring
Book of
Beautiful Gift Boxes
Christmas
Illustrated by Sarah Walsh
Each page of this brilliant book is actually a box! Simply
tear along the dotted lines, fold along the scored lines
and you’ve created a gift box perfect for storing all kinds
of Christmas treats.

The Colouring Book of Cards and
Envelopes
Christmas
Illustrated by Rebecca Jones
The 24 festive designs include Christmas trees,
gingerbread men, reindeer and more and are perfect for
all ages to decorate and send to family and friends.
Gift Boxes: 
£9.99 6 October
9780857638038 PB
Nosy Crow  9+
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Crafts & Colouring

See our competitions on pages 32, 45, 51, 57 and 65

Press Out & Colour
Birds
Illustrated by Zoe Ingram
Each press-out design is
intricately decorated with
foil and perfect for all ages
to colour in. Featuring ten
unique designs, the press-
out pieces can be slotted
together to create bright
and cheerful hanging
ornaments.
£9.99
9780857637673 Board Book
Nosy Crow  7+

The Big Book of 
100 Little Activities
Laura Minter & Tia Williams
This bumper book of
boredom-busting craft
activities is all you need to
be inspired during those
long rainy afternoons, or
times when the little ones
are climbing the walls, and
so are you.
£14.99 1 October
9781784942458 PB
GMC

Good Clean Fun
Misadventures in Sawdust
at Offerman Workshop
Nick Offerman
Woodwork projects for 
all levels plus essays 
and mirth by actor Nick
Offerman from TV’s Parks
and Recreation, himself a
keen woodworker.
£25 1 November
9781101984659 HB
Dutton

The Norwegian
Wood Activity Book
Lars Mytting
Illustrated by Adam Doughty
The interactive follow-up 
to Norwegian Wood. An
original gift for all seasons.
£9.99 10 November
9780857056573 HB
MacLehose Press



Many independent booksellers
have great cafés. 

This favourite recipe is from
David’s Bookshop in Letchworth.

GINGER SHORTBREAD
Shortbread Ingredients
8oz butter
4oz caster sugar
10oz plain flour
4 tsp ground ginger

Topping Ingredients
2oz golden syrup
4oz butter
10oz icing sugar (maybe a little more)
4 tsp ground ginger

Shortbread Method:
Mix the shortbread ingredients together.
Roll out and bake in a greased Swiss roll tin for
about 20 minutes at 170°C.

Topping Method:
Place butter and syrup in pan and melt slowly.
Add the sugar and ginger and continue to melt
slowly. Bring to the boil and immediately remove
from the heat.
Cool for a minute then pour over baked biscuit.
Leave to cool completely then cut into squares.
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Crafts & Colouring

Vote in our Books Are My Bag Readers Awards on page 39

Paint By Sticker™
Masterpieces
Recreate 12 Iconic Artworks
One Sticker at a Time!
For colouring book fans of
all ages looking for the next
great thing, Paint By Sticker
Masterpieces is like paint
by numbers but with
stickers. The book includes
everything needed to create
12 vibrant ‘paintings’.
£10.99 1 October
9780761189510 PB
Workman

The Great British
Colouring Map
A Colouring Journey
Around Britain
Ordnance Survey
Colour your way around
Britain with this exclusive
book in association with the
Ordnance Survey. Based
on real OS maps, the
colouring pages explore the
coasts, towns, forests and
countryside of England,
Scotland and Wales.
£19.95 10 October
9781780678597 PB
Laurence King Publishing

Millie Marotta’s
Curious Creatures
A Colouring Book Adventure
Millie Marotta
In her most personal book
yet, Millie brings you her
selection of the most
fascinating animals on
earth to colour in.
Remarkable birds, fish,
mammals, reptiles and
insects are all brought to
life by Millie’s beautiful
illustrations.
£9.99
9781849943659 PB
Batsford

Edward’s Crochet
Imaginarium
Flip the pages to make over
a million crochet creatures
Kerry Lord
Design your own crazy
critters with this amazing
book of mix-and-match
crochet patterns. With
step-by-step instructions
for all the basic crochet
techniques that are needed,
this is perfect for beginners.
£12.99
9781910904589 HB
Pavilion
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Entertainment

Bumper PopMaster
Quiz Book
Phil Swern
A fantastic selection of
questions for anyone who
loves the PopMaster Quiz
on Ken Bruce’s daily BBC
Radio 2 show. Packed 
with over 3,400 questions,
you can play the quiz 
with friends and family 
at any time.
£9.99
9781911346074 PB
Red Planet

Music for Life
100 Works to Carry You
Through
Fiona Maddocks
How does music reflect the
key moments in our lives?
How do we choose the
works that inspire, delight,
comfort or console? Fiona
Maddocks guides us by
selecting 100 classical
works from across nine
centuries.
£12.99 6 October
9780571329380 HB
Faber & Faber

The History of Rock
in Fifty Guitars
Bruce Wexler
From the first electric six
string of 1936 to legends
such as Jimi Hendrix and
Eric Clapton, this stunning
book traces the development
of the guitar though seven
decades of rock music.
£12.99
9780750969888 PB
The History Press

How to Play the
Piano
James Rhodes
Learn how to play Bach’s
Prelude No. 1 in C Major in
6 weeks, even if you know
nothing about music and
have never even touched a
piano before.
£9.99 6 October
9781786482402 HB
Quercus

See our competitions on pages 32, 45, 51, 57 and 65

Sounds of the Sixties
Phil Swern
The most successful weekend show on BBC Radio 2.
The Sounds of the Sixties book contains fascinating facts
about memorable hits from key Sixties artists, hard-to-find
tracks alongside many hidden gems – plus fascinating
stories and behind-the-scenes info from producer Phil
‘The Collector’ Swern. This is a comprehensive collection.
£14.99 14 October
9781905959785 PB
Red Planet
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Entertainment

Dr Who Psychology
Travis Langley
If a person could travel
eternally through space and
time, how would this power
affect him, psychologically
and emotionally? Doctor Who
Psychology explores this
question through an analysis
of the longest-running 
sci-fi TV series of all time,
delving into the psychology
behind the Doctor in his
many iterations, his
companions and his foes.
£9.99 November
9781454920014 HB
Sterling

Psychedelic Celluloid
Simon Matthews
Covers over 300 British
and European films and TV
shows. Carefully researched
and drawing on interviews
with some of the survivors
of the era, it provides a
witty and detailed account
of each major production,
showing how they were
linked to the fashion and
trends of the period.
£20 27 October
9781843444572 PB
Oldcastle Books

Radio Times 
Guide to Films 2017
From RT’s team of experts
The best and most
comprehensive film 
guide available: 1712
pages with 24,000 film
reviews from the last 
100 years, including 500
new films.
£27.50
9780992936433 PB
Radio Times

Fifty Great War
Films
Tim Newark
Fifty Great War Films
features 50 of the definitive
war films from the UK, US
and Europe. This highly
illustrated volume is a
guaranteed hit with movie
and history buffs alike.
£10
9781472820006 HB
Osprey Publishing

Vote in our Books Are My Bag Readers Awards on page 39

The Case of Beasts
Explore the film wizardry of Fantastic Beasts and
Where to Find Them
Take a front-row seat and witness the filmmaking magic
that brought J K Rowling’s script for Fantastic Beasts
and Where to Find Them to the screen. Explore the
realm of fantastical creatures that roam the wizarding
world and discover the magical cast of characters in
pursuit of them. The Case of Beasts is an enchanting
interactive experience, sharing filmmaking secrets, film
photography and artwork, and behind-the-scenes
stories from cast and crew.
£30 18 November
9780008204600 HB
HarperCollins
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Fiction & Poetry

See our competitions on pages 32, 45, 51, 57 and 65

Magpie Murders
Anthony Horowitz
A homage to Agatha Christie.
In his own inimitable style,
Horowitz brings a twist to
the crime classics of the
1930s with a story set in 
a village where all is not 
as it seems.
£18.99 6 October
9781409158363 HB
Orion

Closed Casket
Sophie Hannah
Hercule Poirot returns in
another brilliant murder
mystery that can only be
solved by the eponymous
Belgian detective and his
‘little grey cells’. The new
book marks the centenary
of the creation of Christie’s
world-famous detective
Hercule Poirot.
£18.99
9780008134099 HB
HarperCollins

Days Without End
Sebastian Barry
Sebastian Barry returns
with a sensational new
novel set in mid-19th
century America. Moving
from the plains of the West
to Tennessee, his latest
work is an intensely
poignant story of two men
and the lives they are dealt,
and a fresh look at some of
the most fateful years in
America’s past.
£17.99 20 October
9780571277001 HB
Faber & Faber

Under a Pole Star
Stef Penney
An epic historical novel 
of Arctic exploration from
the bestselling author of
the Costa-winning The
Tenderness of Wolves, for
fans of Victoria Hislop and
Jessie Burton.
£18.99 3 November
9781786481160 HB
Quercus

To the Bright Edge
of the World
Eowyn Ivey
Set in the Alaskan
landscape, a breathtaking
story of discovery set at the
end of the 19th century.
From the bestselling author
of The Snow Child.
£16.99
9781472208606 HB
Tinder Press

Hag-Seed
The Tempest Retold
Margaret Atwood
The Tempest, Shakespeare’s
play of magic and illusion,
reimagined by one of the
world’s greatest literary
innovators. The fourth 
book in the Hogarth
Shakespeare series.
£16.99 6 October
9781781090220 HB
Hogarth
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Fiction & Poetry

Vote in our Books Are My Bag Readers Awards on page 39

The Secret Diary 
of Hendrik Groen,
83¼ Years Old
Hendrik Groen
Meet Hendrik Groen, the
lovable pensioner winning
readers’ hearts in the
international bestseller.
Hendrik may be rich in
years, but he refuses to
give in to the trappings of
old age. His hilarious and
touching diary documents
his life living in a care home.
£12.99
9780718183004 HB
Michael Joseph

The Reader on 
the 6.27
Jean-Paul Didierlaurent
A special Christmas edition
of the irresistible French
bestseller about the
redemptive power of books.
£7.99 3 November
9781509836857 PB
Pan

Cartes Postales
From Greece
Victoria Hislop
Here is a tale that will
enchant Victoria Hislop’s
fans, it is inspired by the
beauty of her beloved
Greece and features a
ground-breaking design
that makes it a book to
treasure…and give to 
those you love.
£19.99
9781472223203 HB
Headline

Commonwealth
Ann Patchett
A powerful story of two
families brought together
by beauty and torn apart by
tragedy. The new novel by
the Orange prize-winning
author of Bel Canto and
State of Wonder is her most
astonishing yet.
£18.99
9781408880401 HB
Bloomsbury

Mount!
Jilly Cooper
The glorious new novel
from the irrepressible Jilly
Cooper, featuring Rupert
Campbell-Black and a raft
of characters old and new,
human and equine.
£20
9780593072905 HB
Bantam Press

Highballs for
Breakfast
P G Wodehouse
A delightful, effervescent
gift book from one of the
funniest of writers, all about
the delights of drink.
£9.99 10 November
9781786330499 HB
Hutchinson
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Fiction & Poetry

See our competitions on pages 32, 45, 51, 57 and 65

The Bertie Project
Alexander McCall Smith
The latest book in the
world’s longest-running
serial novel, featuring fan
favourite Bertie and other
beloved characters.
£16.99
9781846973598 HB
Polygon

The King of
Christmas
Carol Ann Duffy
Another beautiful Christmas
poem from Poet Laureate,
Carol Ann Duffy. In this
delightful poem, a peasant
is appointed as Lord of
Misrule for the 12 days of
Christmas and chaotic
merriment ensues.
£6.99 20 October
9781509834570 HB
Picador

The Map and the Clock
Carol Ann Duffy & Gillian Clarke
An anthology of essential poems, taken from across the
centuries, edited by the Poet Laureate and the National
Poet of Wales. They explore the poetry of Ireland and
the British Isles in order to tell our story across the ages
in this beautiful treasury.
£20 6 October
9780571277070 HB
Faber & Faber

Christmas Days
12 Stories and 12 Recipes
for 12 Days
Jeanette Winterson
Jeanette Winterson loves
Christmas, and these
stories are ways out of the
craziness of shopping and
spending and ways into the
real spirit of the season,
when time slows down and
magic starts to happen.
£10.99 10 November
9781911214304 HB
Jonathan Cape

My Italian Bulldozer
Alexander McCall Smith
A charming romance, 
set in Tuscany, featuring
wine, a woman in distress
and a bulldozer.
£14.99
9781846973550 HB
Polygon









GLUTEN FREE CHOCOLATE CAKE

Cake Ingredients
200g good-quality (60% cocoa)
dark chocolate
200g margarine
1 tsp instant coffee in 125ml 
cold water
85g ground almonds
120g gluten free self-raising flour
½ tsp gluten free baking powder
200g light muscovado sugar
200g golden caster sugar
25g cocoa powder
80ml yogurt
3 large eggs, beaten

Fudge Ganache Ingredients
225g good-quality (60% cocoa)
dark chocolate
55g dark muscovado sugar
225g spread
5 tbsp evaporated milk
½ tsp vanilla extract

Many independent booksellers have great cafés. 
This favourite recipe is from David’s Bookshop in Letchworth.

Cake Method:
Preheat the oven to 150°C fan.
Melt the chocolate, margarine 
and coffee mixture over a 
medium heat.
In a big bowl mix the flour, baking
powder, sugars and cocoa powder. 
Beat the eggs in a separate bowl and add the yogurt. 
Add the melted chocolate mix and the beaten egg mix into
the flour mix.
Pour the mixture into cake tin and bake in the oven for 1¼
to 1½ hours. 

Fudge Ganache Method: 
Put the chocolate, muscovado sugar, spread, evaporated
milk and vanilla extract into a heavy-based saucepan and
heat gently, stirring constantly, until everything has melted.
Pour into a bowl and leave to cool. Once cool, cover and
place in the fridge for 1 hour or until spreadable. 
When the cake has cooled, spread the ganache over the
top and sides of the cake, swirling it to give a frosted
appearance. 
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Food & Drink

Rick Stein’s Long
Weekends
Rick Stein
Cadiz, Palermo, Copenhagen
and more… Rick Stein
goes in search of good food
in fabulous locations, and
all of them just a hop, skip
and a jump from the UK.
£25 6 October
9781785940927 HB
BBC Books

Pornburger
Matthew Ramsay
An incredible mash-up of food photography and high
design: here are 80 recipes that celebrate the universal
language of the burger.
£16.99
9781743367445 HB
Murdoch Books

See our competitions on pages 32, 45, 51, 57 and 65



Marcus at Home
Marcus Wareing
Marcus at Home covers delicious meals all week long,
from Midweek and Weekend to Entertaining and
Baking. Focusing on great flavours and inspirational
touches, these are recipes that will become time-
honoured favourites in your home.
£20 22 September
9780008184476 HB
HarperCollins
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Food & Drink

Vote in our Books Are My Bag Readers Awards on page 39

Persepolis
Vegetarian recipes from
Peckham, Persia and
beyond
Sally Butcher
In Persepolis, Sally brings
her experience in
Mediterranean and Middle
Eastern cuisine to the
table, but also ventures
further ashore to other
continents and beyond for
recipes and stories.
£25 13 October
9781910496886 HB
Pavilion

Mary Berry’s Family
Sunday Lunches
Mary Berry
Over 150 new Sunday
lunch recipes from the
queen of home cooking.
£25
9781472229274 HB
Headline

Superfood Soups
Julie Morris
Soup’s on! 100 mouth-
watering recipes from 
New York Times bestselling
author and superfood
expert Julie Morris simply
brimful with goodness.
With beautiful photographs, 
the book is full of helpful
soup-making advice and
information about the health
rewards of superfood soups,
including soup cleanses
and rejuvenating broths.
£14.99
9781454919476 HB
Sterling

River Cottage A to Z
Our Favourite Ingredients
and How to Cook Them
Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall
The definitive River Cottage
kitchen companion. Hugh
Fearnley-Whittingstall and
his team of experts have
put together a glorious 
A to Z of more than 330
ingredients and 350
recipes which is set to
become an essential guide
to cooking and eating well.
£40
9781408828601 HB
Bloomsbury



The Kinfolk Home
Interiors for Slow Living
Nathan Williams
Kinfolk Magazine’s founder shows how embracing
slowing down, simplifying your life and cultivating
community creates a more considered, beautiful 
and intimate living space. The book tours 30 homes
around the world.
£25
9781579656652 HB
Artisan
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Gift

See our competitions on pages 32, 45, 51, 57 and 65

Pretty Iconic
Sali Hughes
In Pretty Iconic, Sali
Hughes takes us through
her favourite beauty finds,
from beloved, treasured
favourites such as Chanel
No 5 to mould-breaking
game changers such as
MAC’s Ruby Woo and
finally, the future classics.
£26 20 October
9780008194536 HB
4th Estate

Speak its Name!
Quotations by and about
gay men and women
Simon Callow 
& Christopher Tinker
A collection of inspirational
and amusing quotations by
and about prominent gay,
lesbian, bisexual and
transgender people, from
Oscar Wilde to Tom Daley,
Radclyffe Hall to Sandi
Toksvig, with images from
the National Portrait Gallery.
£16.95 27 October
9781855147256 HB
National Portrait Gallery

Can You Solve My
Problems?
Alex Bellos
A high-class puzzle book
from the bestselling author
of Alex’s Adventures in
Numberland. Organised
from easy-peasy to ninja
level, with stories of puzzle
mysteries, histories and
scandals along the way, 
this book will make your
hippocampus happy.
£14.99 3 November
9781783351145 HB
Guardian Faber

Sun and Moon
A beautiful handmade collection of unusual and
evocative images of the Sun and Moon, culturally
distinctive and yet universally accessible.
£28 1 November
9789383145447 HB
Tara Books
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History & Military

Meetings with
Remarkable
Manuscripts
Christopher de Hamel
Witting, elegant, engrossing,
this book plunges us into
the medieval world like no
other, guiding us brilliantly
through the work which
scholars of medieval
manuscripts do.
£30
9780241003046 HB
Allen Lane

Peter & Dan Snow’s
Treasures of British
History
The Nation’s Story Told
Through its 50 Most
Important Documents
Peter and Dan Snow are
the perfect tour guides, with
a wealth of experience on
political, military history and
current affairs. This is a
spirited examination of our
nation’s history presented in a
beautiful book with slipcase.
£30 6 October
9780233002187 HB
Andre Deutsch

See our competitions on pages 32, 45, 51, 57 and 65

SAS: Rogue Heroes
The Authorized Wartime
History
Ben Macintyre
The first ever authorized
history of the SAS,
commemorating the 75th
anniversary of the regiment.
Through unprecedented
access to the SAS archives,
Ben Macintyre uncovers 
a trove of unpublished
material, never seen before
by the public.
£25
9780241186626 HB
Viking

A History of Pictures
David Hockney & Martin Gayford
Britain’s best-loved artist David Hockney takes readers
on an exploration of art over 40,000 years. Hockney 
and Gayford discuss how and why pictures have been
made, linking art to human skills and needs.
£29.95 6 October
9780500239490 HB
Thames & Hudson

The Descent of Man
Grayson Perry
What is masculinity and
what can it become?
Grayson Perry turns his
acute eye on the gender
that always seems to be in
crisis in this funny,
essential book.
£16.99 27 October
9780241236277 HB
Allen Lane
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History & Military

The Silk Roads
A New History of the World
Peter Frankopan
A major reassessment of
world history: a dazzling
exploration of the forces
that have driven the rise
and fall of empires,
determined the flow of
ideas and goods and are
now heralding a new dawn
in international affairs.
£10.99
9781408839997 PB
Bloomsbury

See our competitions on pages 32, 45, 51, 57 and 65

Beyond the
Northlands
Viking Voyages and the
Old Norse Sagas
Eleanor Rosamund
Barraclough
Their voyages took them to
the ends of the known world
and beyond. Their sagas
told of trolls, dragons,
traders and kings. Discover
the Vikings’ world with
Eleanor Barraclough, as she
follows their epic journeys.
£25 27 October
9780198701248 HB
Oxford University Press

Full Steam Ahead
How the Railways Made
Britain
Peter Ginn & Ruth Goodman
A gloriously illustrated insight
into Britain over the last 150
years. Full Steam Ahead
reveals how the world we
live in today was entirely
shaped by the rail network,
charting the evolution of
rail transportation.
£25
9780008194314 HB
William Collins

Explorers’
Sketchbooks
The Art of Discovery &
Adventure
Huw Lewis-Jones
Explorers’ Sketchbooks
allows us to experience,
through their own eyes 
and thoughts, the reactions
of around 70 intrepid
individuals as they journeyed
into frozen wastes, high
mountains, barren deserts
and rich rainforests.
£29.95
9780500252192 HB
Thames & Hudson

A History of Britain in 100 Dogs
Emma White
Throughout our nation’s history dogs have sniffed,
rolled, shaken and pawed their way to our hearts. 
This beautifully illustrated book tells the story of 
Britain from Roman times to the present through 
faithful companions.
£20 1 October
9780750964890 PPC
The History Press
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Letters of Note
Correspondence Deserving
of a Wider Audience
Compiled by Shaun Usher
Letters of Note is a
collection of over 100 of the
world’s most entertaining,
inspiring and unusual
letters, based on the
popular website of the same
name – an online museum
of correspondence visited
by over 70 million people.
£16.99 6 October
9781782119289 PB
Canongate Books

The Apocalypedia
A Utopian Guide to What Is
and What Isn’t
Darren Allen
A countercultural A to Z
that pokes fun at modern
society, through a friendly
but deeply revolutionary
collection of flash-essays
and comic vignettes, in
language like rivers of
silvery ribbons bursting forth
from astonished mouths.
£14.99
9780857844057 HB
Green Books

Vote in our Books Are My Bag Readers Awards on page 39

The Times
Diary at 50
The Antidote to the News
Patrick Kidd
Over the past 50 years, The
Times Diary has provided a
daily dose of mirth, gossip,
innuendo and anecdote.
Current writer Patrick Kidd
has pulled together the
best entries that have
appeared in the column.
£12.99 6 October
9780008205522 HB
Collins

A Guinea Pig 
Oliver Twist
Charles Dickens, Alex
Goodwin & Tess Newall
Fur and fiction combine in
this retelling of Charles
Dickens’s most famous
novel, adorably adapted
with an all-star cast of
guinea pigs.
£7.99
9781408881262 HB
Bloomsbury

Enid Blyton for Grown-Ups
Bruno Vincent
In this hilarious series of Enid Blyton for Grown-Ups,
George, Dick, Anne, Julian and Timmy confront new
challenges. Lashings of jolly good fun for Christmas! 

Quercus

Five Give Up the Booze
£7.99 1 December
9781786482266 HB
Five Go Gluten Free
£7.99 3 November
9781786482228 HB
Five Go On a Strategy Away Day
£7.99 3 November
9781786482242 HB

Five Go Parenting
£7.99 3 November
9781786482280 HB
Five On Brexit Island
£7.99 3 November
9781786483843 HB
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Pause for Thought
BBC Radio 2
A fantastic collection of
reflections on modern life
taken from Pause for
Thought, broadcast daily
on BBC Radio 2 on the
Chris Evans and Vanessa
Feltz show.
£12.99 20 October
9781780289809 Flexi
Watkins

Pass the Prosecco,
Darling!
Cooking Disasters and
other Dramas
Liz Cowley
Illustrated by Dorrance
The funny side of cooking –
everything from disastrous
supper parties, guests
turning up on the wrong
night, hilarious observations
about food pretentions, diet
fads and the clutter of
unread cookbooks.
£9.99 20 October 
9781783341344 HB
Gibson Square

Pistache Returns
Sebastian Faulks
A collection of fanciful,
satirical and surprising
parodies, squibs and
pastiches inspired by The
Write Stuff on Radio 4.
£10.99 6 October
9780091931070 HB
Hutchinson

See our competitions on pages 32, 45, 51, 57 and 65

The Wasp That
Brainwashed the
Caterpillar
Matt Simon
A brilliantly funny and
informative look at the
stranger side of evolution
from Wired columnist 
Matt Simon.
£12.99 25 October
9781472242037 HB
Headline

   
  

 
   
  

 
      
  

 

  
  

 
   
  

 

Haynes Explains
Owners Workshop Manuals
Boris Stalling
Tongue-in-cheek guides, written as if their subjects were
like owning and maintaining a car, from bestselling
author Boris Stalling and using Haynes diagrams and
illustrations.

Haynes Publishing

Babies
£6.99 6 October
9781785211027 HB
Marriage
£6.99 6 October
9781785211041 HB

Pensioners
£6.99 6 October
9781785211058 HB
Teenagers
£6.99 6 October
9781785211034 HB
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The Apple Orchard
The Story of Our Most
English Fruit
Pete Brown
Taking us through the year
by seasons, The Apple
Orchard turns the most
ordinary of fruits into
something magical,
showing its place at the
heart of our lives.
£16.99
9781846148835 HB
Particular Books

The Garden
Awakening
Designs to nurture our
land & ourselves
Mary Reynolds
Illustrated by Ruth Evans
A garden design book 
with a difference. Mary 
re-imagines the garden for
the times we live in, looking
at land the way a parent
looks at a child – as a gift
and a responsibility.
£19.99
9780857843135 HB
Green Books

The Hidden Life of
Trees
Peter Wohlleben
A bestselling author and
forester shares his deep
love of forests and reveals
fascinating scientific
insights into the delightfully
complex and surprisingly
social life of trees. A walk in
the woods will never again
be the same.
£16.99
9781771642484 HB
Greystone Books

Vote in our Books Are My Bag Readers Awards on page 39

Lives of the Great
Gardeners
Stephen Anderton
An exploration of the lives
and work of 40 famous
gardeners, what influenced
them and how in turn they
have influenced the way we
make gardens today.
Beautifully illustrated with
an outstanding text by the
award-winning garden
writer Stephen Anderton.
£24.95 20 October
9780500518564 HB
Thames & Hudson

An Orchard Odyssey
Find and grow tree fruit in
your garden, community
and beyond
Naomi Slade
Sumptuous fruit trees, in
town and country, play a
vital role in garden and
landscape design. Here’s
how to plant and care for
them, what defines an
orchard and where that
heritage can be enjoyed.
£24.99
9780857843265 HB
Green Books

Botanicum
Kathy Willis
Illustrated by Katie Scott
A stunningly curated guide to
plant life from the bestselling
illustrator of Animalium.
Botanicum is a feast of
botanical knowledge
featuring immaculately
detailed illustrations of
plant species from all 
over the world.
£20
9781783703944 HB
Big Picture Press



Gardening advice 
you can trust

Find expert gardening advice and information in six new publications from 
the Royal Horticultural Society, Britain’s leading gardening charity. 

From the most comprehensive encyclopedia on garden plants to tips for 
greening up the smallest of plots, RHS books are inspirational, authoritative 

and a must for every gardener’s bookshelf.

RHS A-Z of 
Garden Plants

£75
9780241239124

Dorling Kindersley

RHS Fruit 
and Veg Box

£20

9780241270035
Dorling Kindersley

RHS 
� e Rose

£35
9780233004907
Andre Deutsch

RHS Miniature 
Garden Grower

£10
9781784721725

Mitchell Beazley

RHS How Do 
Worms Work?

£14.99
9781784722289

Mitchell Beazley

RHS How to 
Plant a Garden

£25
9781845339845

Mitchell Beazley
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Nature

Landscape
Photographer of
the Year
Collection 10
Showcases all the winning
and commended entries
from the 10th Landscape
Photographer of the Year
competition, the largest of
its kind in the UK.
£25 24 October
9780749578268 HB
AA Publishing

Maria Merian’s
Butterflies
Kate Heard
A beautiful collection of
17th century butterfly
prints by the naturalist and
artist Maria Merian,
acquired by George III. The
images were partially
printed and partially hand
painted onto vellum.
£14.95
9781909741317 HB
Royal Collection Trust

Out on the Land
Bushcraft Skills from the
Northern Forest
Ray Mears & Lars Falt
A celebration of the 
history and culture of the
northern wilderness – the
largest forest on the planet
– from two acknowledged
experts on bushcraft and
survival skills.
£25
9781472924988 HB
Adlard Coles

Remarkable Birds
Mark Avery
For anyone interested in
the natural world and the
wonderful variety of birds
around us, this beautifully
illustrated book is a visual
treat that will inspire,
inform and delight.
£24.95
9780500518533 HB
Thames & Hudson

Highest Mountain,
Deepest Ocean
Kate Baker
Illustrated by Page Tsou
Do you know how tall
Earth’s tallest mountain is?
How deep the ocean? 
How old the oldest tree?
Learn all this and more in
this exquisite book of
comparisons from Big
Picture Press.
£14.99 6 October
9781783704842 HB
Big Picture Press

See our competitions on pages 32, 45, 51, 57 and 65

Why Willows Weep
Contemporary Tales from
the Woods
Edited by Tracy Chevalier
Illustrated by Leanne Shapton
Charming collection of stories
and fables inspired by
Britain’s 19 species of
native trees, with beautiful
colour illustrations. Written
by 19 of Britain’s leading
authors, including, and
edited by, Tracy Chevalier.
Supports the Woodland Trust.
£10.95
9781908041326 PB
IndieBooks



The Extended Selfish Gene
Richard Dawkins
It’s 40 years since The Selfish Gene turned our
thinking inside out. Now this anniversary hardback
takes the ideas further, with extra chapters from
Dawkins' follow-up book The Extended Phenotype.
£20
9780198788782 HB
Oxford University Press
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Reference

Reality Is Not What
It Seems
The Journey to Quantum
Gravity
Carlo Rovelli
Reality Is Not What It
Seems is a natural follow-
up to Seven Brief Lessons
on Physics, exploring the
wonders of science in more
depth but with the same
charm and passion as the
first book.
£16.99 6 October
9780241257968 HB
Allen Lane

Homo Deus
A Brief History of Tomorrow
Yuval Noah Harari
The author of the bestselling
Sapiens is back, envisioning
a not-too-distant future in
which we face a new set 
of challenges. Sapiens told
us how we got to where 
we are now; Homo Deus
examines where it is that
we go from here.
£25
9781910701874 HB
Harvill Secker

The Philosophy Book
Milestones
Gregory Bassham
This accessible and
entertaining chronology
presents 250 milestones 
of the most important
theories, events, and
seminal publications in the
field over the last 3,500
years with brief, engaging
entries. Beautifully
illustrated and filled with
unexpected insights.
£25
9781454918479 HB
Sterling

Plato and a Platypus
Walk into a Bar
Understanding Philosophy
Through Jokes
Daniel Klein 
& Thomas Cathcart
Plato and a Platypus is a
hilarious romp through the
classic areas of philosophy,
crammed with over 100
jokes and graced by the
occasional cartoon.
£8.99 13 October
9781786070180 PB
Oneworld

Vote in our Books Are My Bag Readers Awards on page 39
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Walking in a Winter
Wonderland
Richard Smith & Felix Bernard
Illustrated by Tim Hopgood
A joyous celebration of the most
wonderful time of the year, based
on the bestselling song Winter
Wonderland. An accompanying CD
includes a much-loved recording
of the song by Peggy Lee.
£12.99 6 October
9780192743756 HB
Oxford Children’s Books  1+

ABC Animals!
A Scanimation® Picture Book
Rufus Butler Seder
In this romping journey from 
A to Z, all the animals come 
alive – four on each page – for 
a total of 26 moving images. 
Will delight and amaze toddlers
and their parents.
£11.99
9780761177821 Paper Over Board
Workman  1 to 5

Tickle My Ears
Jörg Mühle
A sweet and simple interactive
board book that offers a
charming new bedtime ritual.
Clap your hands, plump the
pillow, give Little Rabbit’s ears a
tickle, stroke his back, pull up
the covers and a goodnight kiss.
£6.99
9781776570768 Board Book
Gecko  2+

Goodnight Everyone
Chris Haughton
From the multi award-winning
Chris Haughton comes the
ultimate bedtime book. With
starry night-time scenes and
yawny “goodnight” refrain, this
lulling read is perfect for parents
and children to share together at
the end of the day.
£12.99
9781406352320 HB
Walker Books  2+

An Alphabet
Oliver Jeffers
From Astronaut to Zeppelin, this
is no ordinary alphabet… Boldly
colourful, funny and specially
adapted from Oliver Jeffers’
highly-acclaimed Once Upon an
Alphabet, this new edition is
perfect for younger readers.
£9.99
9780008182519 HB
HarperCollins Children’s Books  1+

Snow Bunny’s
Christmas Wish
Rebecca Harry
One snowy Christmas Eve, a
small bunny goes in search of
Santa to ask him to make her
Christmas wish come true.
£6.99 6 October
9780857637048 Board Book
Nosy Crow  2+
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Winnie and Wilbur Meet
Santa
Valerie Thomas
Illustrated by Korky Paul
It’s Christmas Eve, and Santa
desperately needs help with his
deliveries, otherwise Christmas
just won’t happen. A jingle-all-the-
way Winnie and Wilbur adventure.
Includes spectacular pop-up!
£12.99 6 October
9780192747372 HB
Oxford Children’s Books  2+

Mog Time Treasury
Six Stories About Mog the
Forgetful Cat
Judith Kerr
Mog’s antics have entertained
countless children since 1970
and this wonderful book brings
six favourite Mog stories together
in one gift volume, perfect for
reading at bedtime.
£19.99
9780008183318 HB
HarperCollins Children’s Books  2+

The Littlest Star
Richard Littledale
Illustrated by Dubravka Kolanovic
The tale of the littlest star who
was given the biggest, most
important job of all. An
enchanting Christmas story
about the star that shone 
down on the baby Jesus.
£6.99 21 October
9780745976952 PB
Lion Books  2 to 5

Alone Together
Clayton Junior
A bold and charming picture
book looking at contrasts and
opposites.
£11.99
9781784936273 HB
Words & Pictures  2 to 5

Lift the Flap
Fairy Tales
Roger Priddy
Step into the magical world of
fairy tales and find your favourite
characters under the flaps in 
this charming seek-and-find
book. Inside, children will be
enchanted by the beautifully
illustrated fairy tale scenes.
£7.99 1 October
9781783413027 Board Book
Priddy Books  2 to 6

The Little Book of 
Night Time Animal Sounds
Andrea Pinnington 
& Caz Buckingham
Listen to the sounds of the night
with this magically atmospheric
tour of animals who inhabit 
the world whilst you sleep.
Guaranteed to chase away bed-
time fears, making night-time
something to look forward to.
£12.99 1 October
9781908489272 Board Book
Fine Feather Press  3+
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A Day with Dogs
Dorothée de Monfreid
Nine funny dogs live their
everyday lives in these pages
where you can learn all about
seasons, colours, food, town and
country, night and day, school
and work and much more –
including dog breeds.
£14.99 1 October
9781776570980 HB
Gecko  3+

A First Book of Animals
Nicola Davies
Illustrated by Petr Horácek
From blue whales to bumblebee
bats and everything in between,
this spellbinding collection of
poems by Nicola Davies is a
dazzling celebration of the
creatures of the wild, beautifully
illustrated by Petr Horácek.
£14.99 6 October
9781406359633 HB
Walker Books  3+

A Sea Voyage
A Pop-Up Story About All Sorts
of Boats
Gérard Lo Monaco
This inventive and beautiful 
pop-up book follows a couple
and their small dog as they
journey across the sea in a tiny
sailing boat, encountering
extraordinary boats from all
around the world as they go.
£18.95
9780500650882 HB
Thames & Hudson  3+

Big Dogs, Little Dogs
A Visual Guide to the World’s Dogs
Jim Medway
Big dogs, little dogs, black dogs,
white dogs, hairy dogs, smooth
dogs, short-tailed dogs, long-
tailed dogs, spotty dogs, funny
dogs, happy dogs… here is
every dog group and every dog
breed in one big, beautiful book. 
£12.99 6 October
9780957471764 HB
8 Books  3+

If you are unsure what gift to buy why not try a
National Book Token and give the pleasure 
of choosing for themselves. Book tokens 
can be exchanged in more than 3000 
bookshops throughout Britain.
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Peep Inside a Fairy Tale
Little Red Riding Hood
Anna Milbourne
Illustrated by Julia Sarda Portabella
Children can peep and lift the
flaps to keep an eye out for the
Big Bad Wolf as they follow Little
Red Riding Hood through the
fairy tale forest. An enchantingly
illustrated lift-the-flap fairy tale.
£9.99
9781409599128 Board Book
Usborne  3+

Peep Inside a Fairy Tale
Cinderella
Anna Milbourne
Illustrated by Karl James Mountford
The classic fairy tale brought up
to date for a modern audience
with beautiful illustrations. Young
children will love looking at the
details in this book – both in the
illustrations and in the peek-
throughs and flaps.
£9.99 1 November
9781409599111 Board Book
Usborne  3+

The Winter Fox
Timothy Knapman
Illustrated by Rebecca Harry
Fox loves to play, but his friends
are worried about him. It’s nearly
winter and it’s time he started
getting ready! Each animal
knows just what Fox should do,
if only he would listen to them…
£7.99 6 October
9780857637062 PB
Nosy Crow  3+

The Christmas Fairy
Anne Booth
Illustrated by Rosalind Beardshaw
Clara knows what she wants 
to be when she grows up – a
Christmas fairy! When Christmas
comes around, she can’t wait 
to learn everything there is to
know. Except things don’t quite
go to plan…
£6.99 6 October
9780857637055 PB
Nosy Crow  3+

There’s a Bear On My
Chair
Ross Collins
Poor Mouse! A bear has settled
in his favourite chair. It just isn’t
big enough for two. Mouse tries
all kinds of tactics to move the
Bear but nothing works and poor
Mouse gives up. Shortlisted for
the Greenaway prize.
£6.99
9780857633941 PB
Nosy Crow  3+

Odd Dog Out
Rob Biddulph
A gloriously illustrated story about
leaving home and finding yourself,
from the bestselling and award-
winning Rob Biddulph, author of
Blown Away and GRRRRR!
£12.99
9780007594153 HB
HarperCollins Children’s Books  3+
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Non Fiction Category
Reasons to Stay Alive
SPQR 
Landmarks
The Silk Roads
When Breath Becomes Air 
It’s All in Your Head

Fiction Category
The Green Road
Grief is the Thing With Feathers
The Loney
The Muse
This Must Be the Place
The Trouble with Goats and Sheep

Biography Category
Fingers in the Sparkle Jar 
The Last Act of Love 
The Road to Little Dribbling
At the Existentialist Cafe
The Invention of Nature
Alive, Alive Oh!

Children’s Category
One 
Rest of Us Just Live Here
Beetle Boy
The Day the Crayons Came Home
The Bear and the Piano
The Detective Dog

BAMB READERS AWARDS BOOK PRIZE DRAW T’S & C’S • No purchase necessary • Only one entry per person will be accepted • The prizes are non-transferable
and there are no cash alternatives • Closing date Monday 14th November 2016 • The competition is open to UK and Republic of Ireland residents except
employees of the Booksellers Association, Book Tokens Ltd and employees of participating bookshops • By entering, entrants acknowledge that this competition
is a game of chance, which does not involve exercising any skill or judgement • Entrants agree to the Booksellers Association and Book Tokens Ltd using their
details in post-competition publicity. Your details will not be used for any other purpose, or passed onto any third parties, unless specified • The promoters’
decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into.

WIN A £100 

NATIONAL BOOK TOKEN

To enter the competition tick one title in each category below and return it to the shop or vote online

I would like to be entered into the National Book Tokens £100 draw

Name:..................................................................................................................................
Email:..................................................................................................................................
Local Bookshop:....................................................................................................................
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The Road Home
Katie Cotton
Illustrated by Sarah Jacoby
The road home is long and hard,
but the animals have each other
in this poetic meditation on
nature, survival and love.
£10.99
9781847808035 HB
Frances Lincoln Children’s Books  3+

Three Little Monkeys
Quentin Blake
Illustrated by Emma Chichester Clark
A remarkable collaboration that
brings together giants of the
picture book world to create a
funny, anarchic and utterly
delightful picture book. A classic
of the future.
£12.99 6 October
9780008164478 HB
HarperCollins Children’s Books  3+

Refuge
Anne Booth
Illustrated by Sam Usher
The Christmas story and the
flight into Egypt. A book with
timeless appeal and a message
that couldn’t be more relevant –
Jesus was a refugee too. £1 from
the sale of each book will go
directly to War Child. 
£7.99 6 October
9780857637710 PB
Nosy Crow  3+

The Princess and the
Christmas Rescue
Caryl Hart
Illustrated by Sarah Warburton
Princess Eliza stumbles across a
wintry grotto full of elves – but
OH DEAR! Santa is poorly and
there are still so many presents
to make! Could Princess Eliza be
just the person to save Christmas?
£11.99 6 October
9780857637079 HB
Nosy Crow  3+

A Child of Books
Oliver Jeffers & Sam Winston
A magical and unforgettable
book for everyone, A Child of
Books is an inspiring tale about
the rewards of reading and
sharing stories. With illustrations
from award-winning Oliver Jeffers
and fine artist Sam Winston, this
gorgeous picture book is this
year’s must-have Christmas gift.
£12.99
9781406358315 HB
Walker Books  3+

Pop-up Dinosaurs
Fiona Watt
Illustrated by 
Alessandra Psacharopulo
Wander through the delightful
pages to discover the pre-historic
world buzzing with life in this
busy pop-up book. Learn about
dinosaurs and see them pop-up
and move!
£9.99 1 October
9781409550334 Cased Board Book
Usborne  3+

  
 

 

 



The Tale of 
Kitty-in-Boots
Beatrix Potter
Illustrated by Quentin Blake
Meet Kitty-in-Boots! A 
brand new original tale by
Beatrix Potter, illustrated 
by the world-renowned
Quentin Blake.
£12.99
9780241247594 HB
Warne  3 to 5
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Welcome
Barroux
A powerful, beautifully illustrated
story about the plight of
migrants from exceptional
author-illustrator, Barroux.
£6.99
9781405280525 PB
Egmont  3 to 6

The Night the Stars
Went Out
Suz Hughes
Alien was the star controller for
the entire galaxy, which was a
big job for a very little alien. One
night something disastrous
happens, and Alien faces the
biggest problem of his life. Will
Alien be able to fix the stars?
£6.99 6 October
9781782025153 PB
Curious Fox  3 to 5

Finger Mazes
Follow Me
Roger Priddy
From the farm to the forest 
and under the sea, eight fun 
and lively trail scenes allow
children to explore by using 
their fingertips to trace the
grooves on the book pages.
£7.99
9781783413010 Board Book
Priddy Books  3 to 5

Oi Dog!
Kes Gray & Claire Gray
Illustrated by Jim Field
Frog is changing the rules… Dogs
no longer sit on frogs. Dogs now
sit on logs – and everyone else is
going to have to sit somewhere
different too. Most importantly,
where is FROG going to sit? The
hilarious sequel to Oi, Frog! will
have children rolling with laughter.
£6.99 6 October
9781444919592 PB
Hodder Children’s Books  3 to 5
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The Hello Atlas
Ben Handicott
Illustrated by Kenard Pak
Look into the lives of children all
over the world and listen to over
100 different languages using a
free downloadable app.
£16.99 6 October
9781847808493 HB
Wide Eyed Editions  4+

Arctic Christmas
A Pop-up Tale of Christmas in
the Arctic
Janet Lawler
Illustrated by Pippa Curnick
Arctic animal friends are joined
by some special visitors from 
the South Pole for a very cool
pop-up Christmas celebration.
£14.99 1 October
9781623483647 HB
Jumping Jack   4+

Big Keyboard Book
Sam Taplin
Illustrated by Rachael Saunders
Learn to play simple, well-known
tunes on the sturdy keyboard
attached to this book. Tunes
include Hey Diddle Diddle, Auld
Lang Syne, the theme from
Swan Lake and many more.
£14.99 1 November
9781474921176 Spiral
Usborne  4+

Train
A Journey Through the Pages™

Book
Mike Vago
Illustrated by Matt Rockefeller
Train starts as a simple story of a
train moving across a landscape,
then, just like magic, the three-
dimensional miniature train never
leaves the page. You’ve never
seen a book like this before.
£16.99
9780761187165 Paper Over Board
Workman  4+

Sleeping Beauty
A Mid-Century Fairy Tale
David Roberts & Lynn Roberts
A new version of the classic 
fairy tale set in the 1950s and
the future. Beautifully illustrated
throughout; this is a gift book
that will be treasured for years 
to come.
£12.99
9781843652915 HB
Pavilion  3 to 6

Oskar Loves…
Britta Teckentrup
Bestselling children’s author and
illustrator Britta Teckentrup is
back with Oskar, an engaging new
character who loves… everything!
With simple, boldly coloured and
beautiful illustrations, children
are invited into Oskar’s world.
£9.99
9783791372709 HB
Prestel   3 to 8
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Big Picture Atlas
Emily Bone
Illustrated by Dan Taylor
Explore this busy and exciting
picture atlas to discover fascinating
facts about the world. Find out
how cold a Siberian winter is,
how many different tribes live in
the Amazon rainforest and which
country has endured the biggest
ocean wave in the world.
£14.99
9781409598701 HB
Usborne  4+

The Velveteen Rabbit
Margery Williams
Illustrated by Sarah Massini
This lavishly illustrated version of
Margery Williams’ classic tale is
the first in a series of Nosy Crow
Classics, with high production
values, beautiful art and cloth
binding. This limited, signed special
edition is available exclusively
from independent booksellers.
£14.99
1010000014227 HB
Nosy Crow  4+

Mary Poppins Up, Up 
and Away
Hélène Druvert
This charming book takes readers
on a thrilling adventure through
London with the most amazing of
all nannies, Mary Poppins, as a
guide. Hélène Druvert’s intricate
lasercuts and delicate illustrations
will enchant readers of all ages.
£14.95 10 November
9780500651049 HB
Thames & Hudson  5+

A Christmas in Cornwall
Craig Green
Illustrated by Oliver Hurst
An unusual Christmas story
blending traditional themes
(family, Santa, mince pies,
fireplace and stockings) with an
uplifting and emotional sea
rescue, all delivered in quirky
and entrancing rhyme and
breathtaking illustrations.
£11.99
9780995502802 HB
Mabecron Books  5 +

Lift-the-flap
Questions and Answers
about Space
Katie Daynes
Illustrated by Peter Donnelly
Journey on a rocket filled with
questions and answers. Find out
which stars are the hottest,
whether aliens really exist, and
other fascinating intergalactic facts.
£9.99
9781409598992 Board Book
Usborne  4+

Little Children’s
Christmas Activity Book
James Maclaine
A festive activity book for 
young children to delve into at
Christmas. Children can have
fun colouring and stickering
Santa and his elves, while
discovering more cheerful
activities inside the book.
£6.99 1 October
9781474923897 PB
Usborne  4+





Slot-Together Theatre
Anna Milbourne
Illustrated by Jenny Hilbourne 
& Jamey Christoph
Slot the different pieces together
in order to build and create your
own theatre. Characters and
scenery are provided to recreate
scenes from Shakespeare’s A
Midsummer Night’s Dream and
The Nutcracker ballet.
£25 1 October
9781474916172 Kit
Usborne  5+

Greatest Animal Stories
Chosen and compiled by 
Michael Morpurgo
From squeaks and peeps to
growls and howls, all animal life
is here. A treasure trove of
animal delights, chosen by the
UK’s best-loved storyteller.
£14.99 6 October
9780192748621 HB
Oxford Children’s Books  5+

Kick Off!
A Football Activity Book
Joe Gamble
Design your own strips, badges
and boots for your fantasy
starting 11. Pick your friends
alongside the world’s greatest
players to create your perfect
club. The ultimate activity book
for young footie fanatics!
£12.95 6 October
9781908714367 PB
Cicada  5+

Early Readers

The Nutcracker 
& the Mouse King
Renate Raecke
Illustrated by Sedova Yana
The Nutcracker has retained its
freshness because it appeals to
the sense of wonder we all
share. This retelling by Renate
Raecke for its 200th anniversary
is beautifully illustrated by
Russian artist Yana Sedova.
£12.99 1 October
9789888342624 HB
Minedition  5+
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Olga da Polga
Gift Edition
Michael Bond
Illustrated by Catherine Rayner
Michael Bond’s guinea-pig has
been charming readers for over 40
years. Catherine Rayner illustrates
this stunning small-format gift
edition of Olga da Polga with
glorious full-colour watercolours
and silkscreen images.
£8.99
9780192737434 PB
Oxford Children’s Books  5+

If you are unsure what gift to b     
National Book Token and give t   
of choosing for themselves. Bo   
can be exchanged in more than  
bookshops throughout Britain.



Early Readers

The Liszts
Kyo Maclear
Illustrated by Júlia Sardà
The Liszts make lists. They make
lists every day except Sundays,
which are listless. A lovely debut
picture book with a fable having
some fun at the expense of our
addiction to drawing up lists.
£12.99 3 November
9781783445158 HB
Andersen  5 to 7

Grandpa was an
Astronaut
Jonathan Meres
Illustrated by Hannah Coulson
Grandparents take centre 
stage in this charming tale as a
young boy and his grandfather
let their imaginations take flight!
From the bestselling author of
World of Norm.
£6.99
9781781125342 PB
Barrington Stoke  5 to 8

47

Wild Animals of the North
Dieter Braun
A gorgeously illustrated study of
the Northern Hemisphere’s wild
animals, this biologically
accurate encyclopaedia of
beasts will enthral all! Braun’s
illustrations are accompanied by
witty descriptions that will
entertain the whole family.
£20
9781909263963 HB
Flying Eye Books  5+

The Darkest Dark
Chris Hadfield
Illustrated by The Fan Brothers
A wonderfully warm and
engaging picture book inspired
by the real life events of
Astronaut Chris Hadfield and
how he overcame his fears to
fulfil his childhood dream – to
explore Space!
£11.99
9781509824083 HB
Macmillan Children’s Books  5 to 7

Nadiya’s Bake Me a Story
Nadiya Hussain
Illustrated by Clair Rossiter
A unique combination of
storybook and cookbook
bringing families into the kitchen
to spend time sharing stories
and cooking. This glorious
celebration of the joy of sharing
is the perfect addition to every
family’s kitchen!
£14.99
9781444933277 HB
Hodder Children’s Books  5 to 7

See our competitions on pages 32, 45, 51, 57 and 65
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The Gloriumptious
World of Roald Dahl
A spectacular scrapbook of
stories, characters and
creations
Roald Dahl
Illustrated by Quentin Blake
This official book, published 
for Roald Dahl’s centenary,
celebrates his wonderful and
wicked stories and characters.
For the very first time, delve
deeper into the world of Roald
Dahl’s most loved stories; learn how to make The Twits’ famous Bird Pie
and even become a giant expert with The BFG’s spotter’s guide. The
perfect new edition to anyone’s Roald Dahl collection.
£16.99
9781783122158 HB
Carlton Books  All ages

  Duck Gets a Job
Sonny Ross
An endearing duck conveys 
an important message in this
funny, quirky story. This is a
highly original story full of humour
and irony, appealing to adults as
well as children and based on
Ross’s own experiences as a
young illustrator.
£11.99 6 October
9781783705788 HB
Templar Publishing  5 to 7

Storyworlds
Nature
Thomas Hegbrook
This beautiful wordless picture
book just needs your imagination
to bring everything to life. Each
beautifully illustrated image tells
a story but it's up to you to
narrate the tale.
£17.99
9781848574809 HB
360 Degrees  5 to 12

Early Readers

48 Vote in our Books Are My Bag Readers Awards on page 39

A Twist of Tales
Julia Donaldson
Illustrated by Peter Bailey
A king hides a terrible secret
under his crown. A marvellous
dream inspires an epic journey.
A clever girl outwits the king.
Children’s books superstar Julia
Donaldson retells a trio of
charming tales.
£6.99
9781781125700 PB
Barrington Stoke  5 to 8

The Cat and the King
Nick Sharratt
The Cat and the King must find
a new home after their castle
burns down in an Unfortunate
Incident with a dragon. They
choose Number 37 Castle Close,
which only introduces more
problems to solve.
£10.99
9781407135083 HB
Scholastic  5 to 9



The Wonderful
Adventures of Nils
Kochka
Illustrated by Olivier Latyk
When Nils makes the
mistake of teasing an elf, he
is bewitched and shrunk to
thumb size. He takes off on the back of a young goosey-gander, named
Morten, for a wonderful journey among the wild geese.
£12.99
9781910277188 HB
Words & Pictures  6 to 9

Early Readers

The Little Book of 
Christmas for Kids 
of All Ages
Martin Ellis
A little book stuffed full of
Christmas information, advice
and activities. How to get to sleep
on Christmas Eve, how to make
crackers and decorations plus
Christmas jokes and much more.
Have the best Christmas ever.
£3.99 28 October
9781903506455 PB
Zymurgy  6 to 11

Insect Emporium
Susie Brooks
Illustrated by Dawn Cooper
Open up this treasure trove 
of insects, with gorgeous
illustrations, imaginative design
and engaging information and
immerse yourself in a wondrous
collection of creatures as nature
unfolds around you.
£12.99
9781405283403 HB
Red Shed   6+

49

Yours Sincerely, Giraffe
Megumi Iwasa
Illustrated by Jun Takabatake
Giraffe is bored, as usual. He’d
love a friend to share things with,
which prompts him to write a
letter. Therein begins an
endearing story about a giraffe
and his pen pal, a penguin.
£6.99
9781927271872 PB
Gecko  6+

See our competitions on pages 32, 45, 51, 57 and 65

First Words in French
Alain Grée
Help your child to learn their 
first words in French with this
beautifully presented, interactive
learning resource. Packed 
with more than 300 key words,
this book makes the perfect
companion, whether your child is
learning the language at home, at
school or preparing for a holiday.
£7.99
9781908985750 PB
Button Books  6+



Tales from the Arabian
Nights
Donna Jo Napoli
Illustrated by Christina Balit
Classic stories and dazzling
illustrations of princesses, kings,
sailors, and genies come to life
in a stunning retelling of the
Arabian folk tales from One
Thousand and One Nights.
£16.99 1 November
9781426325403 HB
National Geographic Kids  7+

Early Readers

A Christmas Carol 
Colouring Book
Illustrated by Vladimir Aleksic 
& Kate Ware
Visit the streets of Victorian London
on Christmas Eve, encountering
the formidable Ebenezer Scrooge
and a host of ghosts and ghouls.
Packed with quotations, details and
a fascinating guide to the traditions
of the Victorian Christmas.
£9.99 1 October
9781848695412 PB
Little Tiger Press  7+

50 Vote in our Books Are My Bag Readers Awards on page 39

SPICY PLUM AND HONEY CAKE
A great cake for the Autumn/Winter season as it uses seasonal
fruits and has a real warmth for those shorter days.  Delicious
served slightly warm with a dollop of clotted cream and hot
Winter Berry cordial.
Recipe taken from Love, Bake, Nourish by Amber Rose.

Cake Ingredients
180g white spelt flour, sifted
2 tsp baking powder
130g ground almonds
½ tsp cinnamon
½ tsp cardamom
½ tsp ground star anise
5 large free-range eggs, separated
240g unsalted butter, softened
210g honey
400g plums, stoned, halved and quartered
Unrefined icing sugar, for dusting 

Many independent booksellers have 
great cafés. 

This favourite recipe is from 
Booka Bookshop in Oswestry.

Cake Method:
Preheat oven to 180°C. 
Grease and flour a 22cm loose-bottomed cake tin.
Start by mixing all the dry ingredients in a bowl.
In a separate bowl, beat the egg yolks, butter and honey with
an electric hand mixer until thick and smooth. Gently fold in
the dry ingredients.
In a separate, very clean bowl, whisk the egg whites until stiff,
then fold them, a third at a time, into the cake mix, ensuring
that they are thoroughly incorporated.
Scrape the mixture into the prepared tin and level the surface
with the back of a spoon or a palette knife.  Place the plums on
top of the cake mix. 
Transfer to the oven and bake for 45 minutes or until a skewer
inserted comes out clean.
Remove from oven and leave to cool for 10 minutes in the tin
before carefully turning out onto a wire rack to finish cooling.
Dust with icing sugar.
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Astronaut Academy
Steve Martin
Illustrated by Jennifer Farley
Informative, interactive, and fun.
Features a variety of challenges
and missions that mimic the tasks
astronauts may have to perform 
in space. Also includes stickers, 
a poster, a board game and a
press-out model space shuttle.
£9.99
9781782403937 PB
Ivy Kids  7+

LEGO Pop-Up
A Journey through the LEGO
Universe
Matthew Reinhart
Bestselling pop-up master
Matthew Reinhart takes fans 
on the ultimate journey through
LEGO history… with a little 
help from narrator Professor
Wolfgang von Brickhausen.
£20 1 October
9780545881043 HB
Scholastic  7+

Pugs of the Frozen North
Philip Reeve
Illustrated by Sarah McIntyre
The Race to the Top of the
World! It comes around once 
in a lifetime. And the prize? Your
heart’s desire. Let the race
begin! Reeve and McIntyre bring
you another rip-roaring read!
£6.99
9780192734921 PB
Oxford Children’s Books  7+

Independent Readers

The Book of Bees
Piotr Socha
How do bees communicate?
What does a beekeeper do? 
Did you know that Napoleon
loved bees? Who survived being
stung by 2,443 bees? This book
answers all these questions and
more, tracking the history of
bees from the time of the
dinosaurs to today.
£16.95
9780500650950 HB
Thames & Hudson  7+

52 Vote in our Books Are My Bag Readers Awards on page 39

The Wild Swans
Hans Christian Anderson

The Wild Swans
Colouring Book
Helen Crawford White
A fresh translation of the classic
fairy tale of courage and love, as Elisa
endures countless hardships alone in
order to save her beloved brothers
from a curse. Accompanies the Wild
Swans Colouring Book, the exquisite
new colouring book. Follow the classic story while you colour in: 
bring to life the storms, the birds and the stinging nettles.
The Wild Swans
£6.99 6 October
9781782691228 PB
Pushkin Children’s Books  7+

Colouring Book
£9.99 6 October
9781782691235 PB



Independent Readers

Vincent’s Starry Night 
and Other Stories
Michael Bird
Illustrated by Kate Evans
An enthralling journey through
40,000 years of art, from
prehistoric cave paintings up to
the present day. Discover art
around the world, in exciting and
imaginative tales about artists and
the way they created their work.
£19.95
9781780676142 HB
Laurence King Publishing  7+

53See our competitions on pages 32, 45, 51, 57 and 65

Ultimate Oceanpedia
Christina Wilsdon
From tsunamis and sea turtles 
to riptides and reefs, learn all
about the creatures, science 
and ecology of our oceans,
which cover more of the planet
than all the continents and are
just as important!
£16.99 1 October
9781426325502 HB
National Geographic Kids  7+

Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland
Lewis Carroll
Illustrated by Alison Jay
Alison Jay’s vivid interpretation 
of this classic story is a perfect
introduction to the novel – and
an elegant gift for those who are
already Lewis Carroll fans.
£12.99
9781910646106 HB
Old Barn Books  7+

Secret Treasures of
Ancient Egypt
Kate Sparrow
Illustrated by Esther Aarts
Engaging, fun facts about the
discovery of the legendary lost
cities of Canopus and Thonis-
Heracleion. Stylish graphics and
captivating illustrations reveal
how the ancient Egyptians and
Greeks lived and interacted.
£6.99
9780857637574 PB
Nosy Crow  7+

Winnie-the-Pooh
The Best Bear in All the World
Paul Bright, Brian Sibley, 
Jeanne Willis & Kate Saunders
Illustrated by Mark Burgess
Inspired by A A Milne & E H Shepard
Celebrate 90 years of Winnie-the-
Pooh with the official sequel to the original stories by A A Milne. 
With brand-new stories, each will transport you back into the 
Hundred Acre Wood for more adventures with Winnie-the-Pooh.
£14.99 6 October
9781405281904 HB
Egmont  7+



Independent Readers
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On Your Bike
Chris Hoy
Sir Chris Hoy gives his expert top
tips for young children learning
to ride their bikes. Includes
advice on safety, cycle wear and
bike maintenance.
£9.99 20 October
9781471405259 HB
Piccadilly Press  7+

The What on Earth? Wallbook
Timeline of British History
Christopher Lloyd 
& Patrick Skipworth
Illustrated by Andy Forshaw
Explore British history as you have
never seen it before! A beautiful
2m-long timeline unfolds to reveal
key moments in our past and
includes a pocket magnifier.
£12.99
9780993019920 HB
What on Earth Books  7+

Atlas of Oddities
Clive Gifford
Illustrated by Tracy Worrall
A beautiful gift atlas celebrating
the incredible and unusual
events, people and objects that
help make our world such an
interesting place. Are you ready
to see our amazing world in a
whole new light?
£16.99 6 October
9781405281362 HB
Red Shed  7+

If you are unsure what gift to buy why not try a National Book Token 
and give the pleasure of choosing for themselves. 
Book tokens can be exchanged in more than 
3000 bookshops throughout Britain.



Independent Readers
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The Bolds to the Rescue
Julian Clary
Illustrated by David Roberts
Another helping of fun and
mischief with Britain’s wildest
family, hyenas living as humans
in a suburban house, and, in
this book, taking in a number of
animal waifs and strays.
£6.99
9781783443802 PB
Andersen  7 to 9

The Day I Fell Down the
Toilet and Other Poems
Steve Turner
Illustrated by David Mostyn
A roller-coaster ride of whacky
poems from the crazy corners 
of dreams to the big questions 
of life. 
£4.99
9780745976860 PB
Lion Books  7 to 11

The Unofficial Old and
New Testaments for
Minecrafters
The Bible told block by block
Garrett Romines 
& Christopher Miko
The Bible retold using Minecraft.
Complex worlds full of quests,
danger, and miracles created 
out of blocks.
£25 21 October
9780745968896 PB Boxed Set
Lion Books  7 to 11

See our competitions on pages 32, 45, 51, 57 and 65

Ottoline and the 
Purple Fox
Chris Riddell
Ottoline and Mr Munroe go on 
a secret city safari in the fourth
book in the award-winning
Ottoline series, from Children’s
Laureate, Chris Riddell.
£10.99
9781447277927 HB
Macmillan Children’s Books  7 to 9

Super Gran
Forrest Wilson
Illustrated by David McKee
She’s back – the ordinary granny
with extraordinary powers. When
Granny Smith is accidentally hit
by rays from a super machine,
she becomes super strong 
and fast.
£6.99
9781783444588 PB
Andersen  7 to 9

5000 Awesome Facts
(About Everything) 3
The must-have 5,000 Awesome
Facts is jam-packed with even
more, all-new, stranger-than-
fiction, boredom-busting
information! More fun than a
barrel of monkeys and more
interesting than reality TV!
£12.99
9781426324529 HB
National Geographic Kids  7+



How Cities Work
Illustrated by James Gulliver Hancock
From the sewers to the
skyscrapers, this brilliant book
takes younger readers to the
heart of the city. See behind
closed doors and what’s under
the street. It’s the city like 
you’ve never seen it before!
£12.99 11 November
9781786570215 HB
Lonely Planet Kids  8 +

Oxford Roald Dahl
Dictionary
Compiled by Susan Rennie;
Original text by Roald Dahl
Illustrated by Quentin Blake
From aardvark to zozimus, a 
real dictionary of everyday and
extra-usual words from the
world’s best storyteller.
£14.99
9780192736451 HB
Oxford Dictionaries for Children  8+

Independent Readers

The Cities Book
This beautiful gift title takes
readers on a roller coaster ride
through more than 80 of the
greatest cities in the world. A mix
of wow photography, beautiful
illustrations and hand-drawn
maps take you on an incredible
world tour.
£14.99
9781786570185 HB
Lonely Planet Kids  8+
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Science in Seconds 
for Kids
Over 100 Experiments You Can
Do in Ten Minutes or Less
Jean Potter
Experience the magic of science
with 108 quick, easy experiments
and activities, covering 12
different subject areas.
£9.99
9780471044567 PB
Jossey-Bass  7 to 12

The Wolves of
Currumpaw
William Grill
Award-winner William Grill re-tells
the dramatic true story of Ernest
Thompson Seton’s hunt for the
notorious wolf Lobo. A beautifully
illustrated and moving account,
set in the vast open plains of
1890s New Mexico.
£14.99
9781909263833 HB
Flying Eye Books  7 to 14

Nature in a Nutshell 
for Kids
Over 100 Activities You Can Do
in Ten Minutes or Less
Jean Potter
Discover the beauty and wonder
of nature all year round with these
quick, easy experiments and
activities that can be completed in
ten fun-filled minutes or less.
£9.99
9780471044444 PB
Jossey-Bass  7 to 12
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Independent Readers
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Complete Shakespeare
William Shakespeare
Edited by Anna Milbourne
Illustrated by Maria Surducan
A comprehensive and remarkable
collection of all of Shakespeare’s
plays retold for young readers.
Plays include Macbeth, Romeo
and Juliet, The Tempest, Twelfth
Night and more.
£16.99 1 November
9781409598770 HB
Usborne  8+

A Miscellany of Magical
Beasts
Simon Holland
Illustrated by David Wyatt & Kev Walker
Enter an incredible world of
magical beasts, dare to draw 
near to their captivating powers
and discover the spellbinding
stories of 16 favourite mythical
creatures from around the world.
£14.99 20 October
9781408881958 HB
Bloomsbury  8+

Unfolding Journeys:
Amazon Adventure
Take a trip down the mighty
Amazon river with this
sensational six-foot fold-out
frieze. Sail past tribal villages
and come face to face with
incredible rainforest creatures.
£12.99
9781786571052 HB
Lonely Planet Kids  8+

Star Wars: 
Galactic Atlas
Explore a galaxy far, far away in
this stunning guide to the worlds
of Star Wars, covering everything
from Alderaan to Yavin 4, taking
in the epic stories, strange
creatures and glorious vistas of
the entire saga.
£20 3 November
9781405279987 HB
Egmont  8+

101 Books to Read
Before You Grow Up
Bianca Schulze
101 Books to Read Before You
Grow Up is a fun handbook for
book lovers and their families to
read, check off and give their
own book reviews.
£8.99 6 October
9781633221697 PB
Walter Foster Jr   8+

My Gym Teacher is an
Alien Overlord
David Solomons
Luke KNOWS that aliens
disguised as gym teachers are
about to attack Earth, but will
anyone listen? No. Sequel to the
award-winning and bestselling
My Brother is a Superhero.
£6.99
9780857637338 PB
Nosy Crow  8+





Independent Readers
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Star Wars Origami
36 Amazing Paper-folding Projects
from a Galaxy Far, Far Away…
Chris Alexander
Everything you need to create a
galaxy of Star Wars characters
and spacecraft. Comes with
complete step-by-step directions
as well as unique folding paper,
two sheets for each figure.
£13 1 October 2013
9780761169437 PB
Workman  9+

AniMalcolm
David Baddiel
Illustrated by Jim Field
David Baddiel’s hilarious new
novel is the story of a kid who
really doesn’t wish for what
happens to him! AniMalcolm is
full of amazing animal set pieces
and page-turning adventure.
£12.99
9780008185145 HB
HarperCollins Children’s Books  9+

Tom’s Midnight Garden
Graphic Novel
Philippa Pearce
Illustrated by Edith
Renowned graphic novel artist,
Edith, has created an enchanting
version of the classic Tom’s
Midnight Garden. This is a new
and special way to read and
share one of the best-loved and
most enduring children’s stories.
£12.99
9780192747051 HB
Oxford Children’s Books  9+

Little Bits of Sky
S E Durrant
It’s 1987 and Ira and Zac are
being uprooted once again to a
home for social care children.
This is a memorable and moving
tale about growing up, making
friends and finding a home.
£7.99
9780857633996 PB
Nosy Crow  9+

A Boy Called Christmas
Matt Haig
A Boy Called Christmas is a tale
of adventure, snow, kidnapping,
elves, more snow and a boy
called Nikolas who isn’t afraid to
believe in magic.
£6.99 3 November
9781782118268 PB
Canongate Books  9+



Independent Readers
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The Song From
Somewhere Else
A F Harrold
Illustrated by Levi Pinfold
A powerful and poignant story
about friendship from the author
of the critically acclaimed The
Imaginary, illustrated by award-
winning illustrator Levi Pinfold.
£12.99 10 November
9781408853368 HB
Bloomsbury  9 to 11

Odd and the Frost Giants
Neil Gaiman
Illustrated by Chris Riddell
A thrilling, wintry Nordic epic from
the truly magical combination of
author Neil Gaiman and illustrator
Chris Riddell, weaving a tale of
legend, magic and adventure
which will grip and enchant
readers from beginning to end.
£14.99
9781408870600 HB
Bloomsbury  9 to 11

The Nights Before
Christmas
Illustrated by Tony Ross
24 classic Christmas tales,
lavishly illustrated in colour.
Perfect for bedtime reading and
as an alternative Advent calendar.
£14.99
9781849395809 HB
Andersen  9 to 11

The Road To Ever After
Moira Young
An unlikely friendship, an
unforgettable journey. It’s a
Wonderful Life meets A
Christmas Carol.
£9.99 20 October
9781509832583 HB
Macmillan Children’s Books  9 to 11

Harry Potter 
and the Chamber 
of Secrets
Illustrated Edition
J K Rowling
Illustrated by Jim Kay
Prepare to be spellbound by the dazzling full-colour illustrations in this
stunning edition. Breathtaking scenes, dark themes and unforgettable
characters await…
£30 4 October
9781408845653 HB
Bloomsbury  9 to 11
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The Girl of Ink & Stars
Kiran Millwood Hargrave
When Isabella’s friend disappears,
she leads the search into the
forgotten territories. Following
her map, her heart and an
ancient myth, Isabella discovers
the true end of her journey: to
save the island itself.
£6.99
9781910002742 PB
Chicken House  10+

How To Train Your Dragon
The Incomplete Book of Dragons
Cressida Cowell
Long ago, the world was full of
dragons. But what happened to
them? Viking hero Hiccup
Horrendous Haddock the Third
paints a picture of the brilliance
and fire and spirit of that lost
dragon world. A must for all
keen dragonwatchers…
£12.99 6 October
9781444923216 PB
Hodder Children’s Books  9 to 12

There May Be a Castle
Piers Torday
11-year-old Mouse is travelling on
Christmas Eve with his mother and
two sisters. The car crashes and
when Mouse wakes, he’s not in
his world any more. A novel about
love and death and the power of
stories to change the way we view
the world – and the power of a
child to change their own world.
£12.99 6 October
9781848668621 HB
Quercus Children’s Books  9 to 12

Christmas Tales
Enid Blyton
A timeless collection of Christmas
stories. Nobody captures the spirit
of Christmas like Enid Blyton,
and these stories describe the
excitement of anticipating gifts,
the pleasures of making special
food, of singing carols, and
coming together to share good
times with friends and families.
£6.99
9781444931136 PB
Hodder Children’s Books  9 to 11

If you are unsure what gift to buy why not try a
National Book Token and give the pleasure 
of choosing for themselves. Book tokens 
can be exchanged in more than 3000 
bookshops throughout Britain.



Reckless
Cornelia Funke
Reckless I: 
The Petrified Flesh
Jacob has uncovered the
doorway to another world;
a place of dark magic and

enchanted objects. Revised
and updated by Cornelia
Funke, this is the first book in
the thrilling Reckless series.

Reckless II: Living Shadows
Jacob has saved his brother
from the Mirrorworld, but now he will
pay a terrible price. A fairy’s curse is
burning in his heart, and to break the
spell he must embark upon a perilous journey.

Reckless III: The Golden Yarn
Jacob, Fox and Will must journey deep into the
East: to a land of folklore, Cossacks, spies, time-
eating witches and flying carpets. The first UK publication of this final part
of the Mirrorworld trilogy.

Pushkin Children’s Books  11+

I: The Petrified Flesh
£7.99
9781782691242 PB

II: Living Shadows
£7.99
9781782691259 PB

III: The Golden Yarn
£12.99 3 November
9781782691266 HB
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Goldenhand
Garth Nix
Goldenhand is the long-awaited
fifth instalment of Garth Nix’s
bestselling Old Kingdom series.
A great danger threatens the Old
Kingdom once more.
£14.99 4 October
9781471404443 HB
Hot Key Books  12+

Dungeonology
Matt Forebeck
Illustrated by Tyler Jacobsen 
& Steve Argyle
The world’s most beloved 
role-playing game, Dungeons 
& Dragons, joins the legendary
Ology series as Volo takes you 
on an unforgettable journey to
the Forgotten Realms.
£19.99 3 November
9781783706099 HB
Studio Game  12+

Black Light Express
Philip Reeve
The hotly-anticipated sequel 
to the epic Railhead. Join Zen
and Nova as they find out what
really lies beyond the end of 
the universe…
£10.99 6 October
9780192744784 HB
Oxford Children’s Books  12+

The Secret of
Nightingale Wood
Lucy Strange
A classic-feeling tale of grief and
friendship, set in 1919. Henry’s
family is fracturing after the
tragedy of her brother’s death –
but everything changes when
she meets Moth, a witch-like
woman with a shadowy past.
£6.99 6 October
9781910655030 PB
Chicken House  10+
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…And a Happy New Year?
Holly Bourne
A festive special concluding the
bestselling Spinster Club series.
Evie, Amber and Lottie are
reunited for the mother of all
New Year’s Eve parties. Get
ready for serious partying and
major New Year’s revelations
from everyone’s favourite
cheesy-snack-loving feminists.
£9.99 1 November
9781474927222 HB
Usborne  14+

Lois Lane
Double Down
Gwenda Bond
Lois Lane has settled in to her
new school. She has friends.
She has a job that challenges
her. Her friendship is growing
with her online maybe-more-
than-a-friend. But a dangerous
mystery brings Lois closer to the
dirty underbelly of Metropolis.
£6.99
9781782023692 PB
Curious Fox  14 to 18

The Twelve Days of
Dash and Lily
Rachel Cohn & David Levithan
A glorious new collaboration
from the bestselling authors of
Nick & Norah’s Infinite Playlist.
£7.99 6 October
9781405284004 PB
Electric Monkey  12 to 16

I’ll Be Home for
Christmas
A fantastic collection of UK YA
authors. Melvin Burgess, Juno
Dawson, Holly Bourne, Kevin
Brooks and more contribute
stories and poems on the theme
of home. £1 from every book will
be donated to Crisis.
£7.99
9781847157720 PB
Stripes  12+

The Lie Tree
Illustrated Edition
Frances Hardinge
Illustrated by Chris Riddell
A beautiful, illustrated gift edition
of this extraordinary book. Winner
of the Costa Book of the Year
2015, The Lie Tree is a dark and
powerful novel from Frances
Hardinge, with illustrations by
Children’s Laureate, Chris Riddell.
£12.99 20 October
9781509837557 HB
Macmillan Children’s Books  12 +

Lydia
The Wild Girl of Pride & Prejudice
Natasha Farrant
As Lydia Bennet falls for 
dashing Wickham, she’s swept
into a whirlwind adventure in
seaside Brighton. Sea-bathing,
promenades, dances and
scandal await. A spirited, witty
and fresh reimagining of Jane
Austen’s Pride and Prejudice.
£7.99
9781910002971 PB
Chicken House  12+



      



Our catalogue tells you about a special selection of this year’s
most enticing books. Come along to our shop to look at all the
titles we have in stock – you are certain to find something to suit
everyone on your Christmas present list.

At our shop we offer:

books to suit every taste and every budget•
special offers and featured titles•
personalised advice to help you find the perfect book•
for everyone
fast ordering service to get any title you want as long•
as it is in print

We are open from Monday-Saturday 9:30am - 5:00pm.

Over Christmas, we will be open extra hours during Stockton
Sparkles and in the run-up to Christmas. See our website for 
more details.

DRAKE
The Bookshop

Enterprise Arcade, 35-37 High Street
Stockton on Tees TS18 1SB

07949 049917
drake_thebookshop@hotmail.com

drakethebookshopblog.wordpress.com


